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NORTON CLIPPER CM42
the new clipper cm42 is a lightweight and portable masonry 
saw. wider and longer than most equivalent machines on the 
market, cm42 can cut a 60x60cm slab in 2 halves of 30cm.
stronger frame, new folding feet system, improved conveyor 
cart improve stability and make the use easier.

features                                      benefits

technical data

wide conveyor cart new adjustable  
cutting-depth handle

conveyor cart locking 
system

more confortable 
handle shape

tilted wheels on 
conveyor cart &  

anti-pivoting system

folding feet

wide 500x540mm conveyor cart, long reinforced frame can cut a 60x60cm slab in two 30cm halves

ergonomic handle better comfort during use

folding legs with repositionnable tightening handle & transport 
wheels easy transportation and storage

wide conveyor cart with tilted wheels, anti-pivoting and locking 
system stronger and more reliable machine

high accuracy cutting guide with per-degree angular setting Quick, precise and easy cut without additional accessory

electric water pump fitted with quick plug-in system easy cleaning and maintenance operation

cm42 30-1-230V
electric motor

2,2kw (3 hp)
230 V 1~  -  16a / 6 kVa

article number 701846 47620
ean 13 code 5450248563617

length 1187 mm
width 620 mm
height (folded legs) 740 mm
height 1360 mm
weight 90 kg

max. blade diameter 400 mm
max. bore 25,4 mm
tilting table (option - 510109260) 0° - 45°
max. cutting depth. at 90° 135 mm
max. cutting depth. at 45° 94 mm
max. cutting length 780 mm
max. material height 200 mm
table size 500 x 540 mm
tool speed rpm 2800 min-¹
hand arm Vibrations < 2,5 m/s²
sound power / pressure level 92 db(a) / 80 db(a)

(machine delivered without diamond blade)

EN12418

Compact


